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would be able to fly round-trip from Mason City to Anchorage for precisely 25,000 miles.  A plane ticket that in cash fare would cost 
more than I’d paid to go to London [just under $900 in 2006, it’s over $1000 today] would cost me just taxes—a total of just $28. 
 

I booked the flight the day after I got back from London at New Year’s.  I decided to go at Easter (mid-April this year), early 
enough that hotels and car-rentals still had dirt cheap off-season prices, but late enough that the weather would not be uncomfortably 
cool.  [If I do take the Inside Passage, it’s likely to be at Christmas, because winter prices in Alaska are a small fraction of what 
things cost in summer.]  That turned out to be a beautiful time to visit the Last Frontier, a wonderfully untouristed time in what is now 
a very heavily touristed place.  It was fascinating to see how much Alaska had and hadn’t changed, and to see some places I’d never 
been before. This was just a long weekend, a small fraction of the length of our marathon excursion back in ’77.  It was long enough for 
me to fall back in love with Alaska, though.  Once again I had the trip of a lifetime. 
 
 The cost was trivial as trips go.  Off-season Alaska is really a very cheap place to visit.  I stayed in some incredibly nice hotel 
rooms [some of the best hotels I’ve stayed in anywhere], ate good food, rented a brand new car, and drove a thousand miles 
without putting too big a dent in my wallet.  The hotels were around $50/night [and would have been around $200 in summer], the 
car rental $16 a day [and would have been $70 in summer], food just slightly more and gas often less than back home.  I’d been to 
Omaha, a place no one will ever call a tourist destination, the previous weekend, and Anchorage (at least off season) was both cheaper 
and nicer than Nebraska’s largest city.  [For no reason I can figure out, second-rate Midwestern cities—places like Omaha, Des 
Moines, and Waterloo—are among the most expensive destinations in America.  Most of the year you can book a room for 
less in New York or Chicago than you can in “the heartland”, so it’s not really surprising that Alaska was cheaper as well.] 
 

Thursday, April 13 - Algona, Mason City, Minneapolis, and Anchorage 
 
 The reason I’d been to Omaha last weekend was to see my former student Brad Nelson, who was starting his sixth season in 
professional baseball playing for the Nashville Sounds, Milwaukee’s AAA affiliate.  Brad opened the year at Rosenblatt Stadium, which 
is famous as the home of the College World Series.  [They closed Rosenblatt at the end of the 2010 season.  The team that was 
then the Omaha Royals (now the Nebraska Storm Chasers) has moved to a new stadium in LaVista, at the far southwest 
corner of the suburbs, half an hour from the Missouri River.  Brad played at that new stadium last year, though I couldn’t 
make it there to see him.  I gather the place draws even fewer fans than they had at Rosenblatt.  The city of Omaha built a new 
downtown stadium that is used exclusively for the College World Series and just sits empty most of the year.  I personally 
think it would have been better to refurbish the historic stadium, but no one in Nebraska bothered asking me for my opinion 
on the matter.]  After leaving Omaha, Brad went over to Des Moines to play the I-Cubs.  My schedule wouldn’t allow me to see any of 
his games in Iowa, but I couldn’t help but think of Brad today.  When my alarm went off this morning, I woke up to Brad Nelson’s voice 
on the radio.  The local sportscaster had gone down to Des Moines to interview him.  It was the standard athlete interview, with a lot of 
non-answers to irrelevant questions.  I couldn’t help but think of a comment Brad made a few years ago when he was in A-ball in 
California.  He said that one of the most useful things he did in high school was to announce on our “Bear Facts” radio show, an activity 
that I’m responsible for.  He said that helped him get comfortable in front of a microphone, which is something he has to do all the time 
in his career.  He hasn’t used his speaking skills as directly as some other kids I’ve worked with (like one of our first announcers, who is 
now the anchorwoman for the evening news in Kansas City), but I’m certainly glad he found it useful. 
 
 My flight wouldn’t leave until midday, so I had a lot of time to kill this morning.  I watched an episode of Emergency (my 
favorite show from childhood) [At the time Emergency was being rerun on one of the cable superstations, WWOR from New 
York.  I don’t think it’s broadcast anywhere these days, but I’ve since bought the complete series on DVD.] and then flipped 
through the channels passing a bizarre program-length ad for something called “Yoga Booty Ballet”, a fitness program I can’t imagine 
anyone would find useful.  Around 9:00 I double-checked that everything was packed, and at 9:15 I set off eastward for Mason City. 
 
 The ride to Mason City was uneventful.  The big thing I noticed was that gas had gone up yet again, with the standard price 
across north Iowa now $2.699 a gallon.  (It would go up another 10¢ over the holiday weekend—and another dime after that.)  I had a 
pleasant surprise when I stopped for breakfast at Hardee’s in Garner.  A young farmer was at the counter in front of me.  When he got 
his food he turned around and said, “Well hi, Mr. Burrow.”  It took me a minute to put together that it was Tracy Studer, a student I’d 
taught and worked with in quiz bowl back in the mid ‘90s.  Tracy graduated from Iowa State and has been farming for several years in 
the Wesley area.  We had a brief chat, and it was fun to see someone I hadn’t really thought of in years.  [Every once in a while I’ll 
see a former student in an unusual setting like this.  Invariably I have trouble remembering who I’m talking to, and it’s always 
helpful when my former students introduce themselves rather than expecting me to remember often much-changed faces 
from the past.] 
 
 I drove east through Clear Lake, crossed the interstate, and headed about a mile east to the Mason City airport.  I was 
pleasantly surprised that the airport was having a promotion with free parking during the months of March, April, and May—a savings to 
me of $20 for five calendar days of parking.  [They’ve since done away with the parking fee all together.]  No one was at the 
counter when I arrived, but they had one of those old desk bells.  I punched it, and a man significantly younger than Tracy Studer 
appeared from a storage room.  He checked my bag without incident, saying “Just pick it up in Anchorage”, and disappeared again.  
[This was just about the time airlines were changing their policy to charge for checked luggage.  I think at the time flights to 
Alaska were considered “international” for luggage purposes, which allowed a free checked bag.  I’m pretty sure they do 
charge for them today.]  I still had lots of time to kill, so I graded algebra tests while I waited. 
 



 MCW airport also serves as the bus depot for Mason City, and most of the other people who were there today were actually 
waiting to catch the bus.  The bus passengers were almost all elderly, and most seemed very poor.  That intrigued me.  I’d checked into 
bus fare to Des Moines, Minneapolis, and Chicago, and without exception I found that it would be cheaper for me to drive myself than to 
take the bus.  (Bus fare is almost $200 from Mason City to Chicago; when I checked it was actually cheaper to fly that route than to take 
the bus.)  There may be senior discounts that would make it cheaper, but it still doesn’t strike me as a very practical way to travel.  I 
suppose, though, that for many of these people the real issue was affording to have a car to begin with.   
 

[I’ve since taken the bus exactly once—and only because skyrocketing gas prices finally made it less expensive than 
driving.  Not long after that Greyhound, Trailways, and Jefferson Stages adjusted their fares, though, and again the bus 
seems absurdly expensive.  The one exception to that is Megabus, a company that runs double-decker buses between major 
cities and college towns at rock-bottom fares.  You can go from either Des Moines or Iowa City to Chicago for $20 - $25 and 
from Minneapolis to Chicago for $40 - $50.  What’s more, they sell at least one ticket available on each bus they run for just 
$1.  I’ve heard several people speak well of Megabus.  Unfortunately I’d have to get to Des Moines or Minneapolis and then 
park my car to be able to take that bus.] 
 

Both Northwest Airlines and the Mason City airport advise passengers to be at the airport 90 minutes before departure, and 
the airport says that in order to check baggage you absolutely must be there an hour ahead of time.  They obviously don’t enforce their 
own rule, though.  I was the only air passenger that was at the airport the recommended time in advance, and people were checking 
bags as little as half an hour before departure.  It’s not like that’s really a problem in a tiny airport like MCW, but I really wish they’d just 
come out and say you don’t have to be there so far in advance.  [I’ve found that even at major airports the suggested times are 
overly cautious.] 
 
 Security seemed quite a bit more relaxed than at other times I’ve flown recently; I guess the government must have shifted 
that silly color scheme to something less nasty than orange.  [One of the best moves Homeland Security has made under 
President Obama is getting rid of the color-coded alert scheme.]  While an elderly woman was given a hand search (I swear they 
always seem to pick the least suspicious people), everyone got through efficiently. 
 
 I might have had a problem myself, had I not thought of something at the last moment.  I always keep a pocket knife on my 
key chain, which of course is a no-no on airplanes these days (as well it should be, I might add).  Somehow hearing the plane land 
reminded me that I needed to remove the knife.  I ran out to the car and put it on the passenger seat with the algebra tests. 
 
 Only eight people boarded in Mason City, the smallest number I’d ever seen get on here.  Surprisingly, though, there were a 
lot of Ft. Dodge passengers.  Normally it’s the other way around, with almost no one getting on at FOD, but a full plane out of MCW.  
We did have a full plane (40 passengers, I think), but most of them had been on for a while.  I ended up in Seat 5-A, which was right 
over the wing.  In the 1–2 configuration these small jets have, this was both an aisle and a window seat, ideal from my point of view.  I 
was a bit concerned to look out and see a red light flashing on and off on the engine.  Everything seemed to work, though, so I guess it 
must have been normal. 
 
 [Delta, which has absorbed Northwest’s destinations, has divorced Mason City and Ft. Dodge into separate services.  
They’ve also reduced both to just two flights a day, eliminating the midday flight I was taking.  If I were to book this routing 
today I very likely would have to leave Mason City at 5:45am and then spend virtually the entire day in Minneapolis before 
boarding the connecting flight to Anchorage.  The plus side is that MCW is now served by larger planes.  It’s also a plus (sort 
of) that they even continue to offer service there at all.  Last year Delta was threatening to remove all service from these, 
basically playing “chicken” until Congress passed an extension on the Essential Air Service program that gives them a 
subsidy for flying into small airports.] 
 
 We were scheduled for an 11:55 take-off, but everyone was on board by 11:40.  They closed the door at 11:47, and the pilot 
announced that “we are fourth in line for take-off”.  That’s a strange announcement to make at an airport that wouldn’t have another 
departure for several hours, but I suppose a controller in Minneapolis decides when flights from numerous small airports can take off.  
Within just a couple minutes (and still before our scheduled time) we were in the air. 
 
 Our flight attendant was a young black woman named Katrina.  Given the notorious hurricane of that name last year, I hoped 
this wasn’t a bad omen.  Katrina had a strange hairstyle with tight corn row braids in front and a pony tail in back.  After giving the safety 
speech she sat down in the backwards stewardess seat and proceeded to read a book  for the entire flight to Minneapolis—not a word 
nor even a single look toward any of us passengers. 
 
 The passenger across the aisle from me spent the entire flight reading, too.  He was reading an article in the current Time 
magazine about America’s alarming drop-out rate.  Supposedly nationwide the drop-out rate is now around 30%, which certainly is 
embarrassingly high.  I’d read that article before leaving home, and I found it interesting that today’s St. Paul Pioneer Press had a long 
feature on how Minnesota was strengthening its graduation requirements.  Among other things, starting with next year’s freshmen, 
students will need to take Algebra 2 to graduate from high school.  What no one seemed to put together was the relationship between 
stiff graduation requirements and drop-out rates.  It’s easy for a legislator to want kids to take rigorous classes, but it’s a lot harder to 
see to it that everyone (or even most people) succeed at them.  I teach Algebra 2 at a school that mostly has “above average” students.  
We’ve watered down that course so the majority of our students can be successful at it, and there are some kids even at our school that 
will never take the course—nor should they.  In an urban public school the percentage of kids who have no business being in Algebra 2 



is a lot higher than at Garrigan.  Those are precisely the people who will end up dropping out because they can’t be successful at what 
the school demands of them. 
 
 Someone’s watch beeped 12:00 noon as we flew, and I heard it over the engine noise.  It occurred to me that Brad Nelson 
would be starting a day game in Des Moines precisely at that time.  I know from talking with Brad and his teammates that there are few 
things players hate more than “getaway days”.  On such days they have to check out of their hotel early, get to the ballpark and wait 
around, play a day game (which few players like, though most fans prefer them), and then catch either a bus (or in AAA a plane) to 
somewhere else.  Brad had also not started out well this year (though since heading “home” to Nashville he’s improved), so I said a 
quick prayer for him.  Both prayer and superstition are big in baseball.  I’m not sure any player really believes either works—but they 
certainly can’t hurt. 
 
 From the air southern Minnesota in springtime looks really ugly.  The ground was all plowed, but totally bare.  It was almost 
refreshing to see the sprawl of suburbia and be rid of the nasty-looking farmland.  [I never understand people who say spring is 
their favorite season; it’s always damp and muddy, and the bare ground just looks hideous.]  We reached suburbia around the 
time we started our descent, about 12:10.  At 12:14 the pilot told the stewardess to “prepare the cabin for arrival”, which for Katrina 
basically meant looking up from her book and giving the plane a quick once over to see that none of us had moved or died in the past 
half hour.  At 12:23 we touched town, about 20 minutes ahead of schedule.  We quickly pulled up to a gate, which pleased several of 
my fellow passengers.  Many were trying to make tight connections, including one who was actually booked on a flight that wouldn’t 
leave for four hours but who wanted to catch an earlier flight that left just five minutes after ours was scheduled to arrive.  Since we got 
in early, he’d probably make it. 
 

I had a long layover in Minneapolis, so I decided to leave the airport for lunch.  I took the new tram from the “A” gates to the 
skywalk that connects Concourses C and G.  I exited past the skyway security checkpoint and took the escalators down to the light rail 
station in the basement of the parking ramp.  After examining the current fare options, I decided on a 6-hour pass ($3.50), which was 
easy to buy and use and would be more than sufficient for whatever I wanted to do during the layover.  While I was buying my pass, a 
man who seemed to be having trouble with the other vending machine came over to ask how much a single fare with a transfer was 
supposed to cost.  Having just read all the options on the screen, I knew the cost was $1.50 and told him so.  He seemed confused and 
said that when he had come to the airport the fare was $2.00.  I pointed out that most likely he had come at rush hour, when the fare is 
higher.  He bought his ticket and remarked that he had felt two bucks was a bargain fare and was amazed they would charge so little as 
$1.50.  I personally feel $2 is a bit steep, but I kept my thoughts to myself. 
 

We had both just missed a train, and there was about a ten-minute wait before another would be due.  While we waited, the 
man talked and talked, as if he were my best friend.  He assumed I was also returning from a trip and was very surprised when I told 
him I was on a layover.  He was shocked that I wasn’t from the Twin Cities, particularly since I knew about the light rail system and 
understood how it worked.  I remarked that I had used it before (actually on several occasions) and really liked being able to park in the 
suburbs and avoid driving into the city.  (Actually I wish it would go quite a bit further out into the suburbs, since Bloomington—where 
the rail line ends—is really harder to drive in than downtown Minneapolis.)  It was hard to tell exactly what the man thought of the rail 
line.  He obviously felt it cost too much to build (which is hard to argue with), but like a lot of Minnesotans he seemed surprised that the 
line gets very heavy usage.  He felt the “low” fares were the reason for this and felt they should be raised to a point where the line made 
a profit.  On the other hand, he also seemed to feel that it gave a bit of prestige to the city, on the theory that “world class” cities have 
rail lines while second-rate cities make due with buses.  That pretty much the same logic kids use when they buy designer clothes, 
thinking that because good-looking, popular people shop at places like American Eagle or Abercrombie & Fitch, if they shop there then 
they too will be good-looking and popular.  That is, of course, the logic on which much of our capitalist system is based, but it’s probably 
not the best reason for building a pricey transit system.  Since they did build it, though, I certainly will use it.  While it’s definitely a 
stretch to call Minneapolis a “world class” city, it does have many charms.  From a visitor’s point of view, the rail line makes it a lot 
easier to explore the city and find out what it has to offer.  [I’m definitely looking forward to the second rail line they’re building, 
which will connect with downtown St. Paul.  It’ll still be a few years before that line opens, but it will make almost everywhere 
I’d want to go in the Cities easily accessible by rail.] 
 

Before too long a train came.  We both boarded, as did about a dozen other people.  Between us and the people who had 
boarded south of the airport (mostly at Mall of America), it was standing room only from that point on.  I couldn’t help but notice that a 
large number of my fellow passengers were Moslem women, or at least women of African or Asian descent in long skirts with their 
heads completely covered.  It was about 80o out in Minneapolis today, and I couldn’t help but wonder just how hot those outfits must be 
in a Midwestern summer (or a Middle Eastern summer, for that matter).  It also occurred to me that while I’ve seen a lot of traditionally 
clad Moslem women in the Twin Cities, I don’t think I’ve ever seen a man in a turban in Minnesota.  [That’s still true.  Most of the 
Twin Cities’ Moslem population are people from East Africa.  Somali women do a lot of the Twin Cities service jobs, and they 
wear religious garb while doing them.  The check-out clerks at Mall of America and the hotel maids by the airport frequently 
black women with their bodies covered.  There seem to be more women among the refugees than men.  What African men I 
have seen mostly work at construction and custodial jobs, and they are dressed in the uniforms of those jobs—with hard hats 
rather than turbans.  Except for their very dark skin, they don’t stand out from other black men in Minneapolis.]  
 

I took the train about five stops north and got off at Lake Street/Midtown station.  This elevated station is in one of those 
neighborhoods that might one day be trendy, but now is just one step up from seedy.  I’ve been here several times before.  It’s not a 
bad place by day, but I probably wouldn’t want to dawdle here after dark.  [Like MANY neighborhoods I’ve been to all over America, 
this is one people often advise tourists to avoid.  It is, however, one of the most colorful and interesting places in 
Minneapolis.] 
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apart, which is why I don’t still have it.]  In the minor confusion of getting the bag swabbed, I almost left my passport at the security 
checkpoint [something I’ve done more than once].  Fortunately the examiner made sure I took it. 
 
 I still had a full two hours to kill before the plane would begin boarding.  I spent part of this literally circling every single 
concourse, going from one moving walkway to the next, placing my bag down on the belt and letting the conveyer slowly propel me 
along.   
 

I was planning to have dessert as a way of using up the TCBY gift certificates I wasn’t allowed to use at the Detroit airport last 
Christmas.  The last time I’d been through MSP there was one of these yogurt shops on the C-concourse, but it’s not there anymore.  
The Official Dining and Shopping Guide to MSP said there was a TCBY on the F-concourse, but when I got there, the stand was 
wrapped in plastic and bore a big “coming soon” sign.  It annoyed me that I couldn’t find a TCBY, since I had not only those scrip 
coupons but also certificates for two free cones the company had sent me for complaining about the fact that their Detroit outlet 
wouldn’t take gift certificates.  I also had some Dairy Queen scrip certificates (though I’d have preferred to use them at home), and I 
eventually had my dessert at a DQ outlet that was right next to the gate my flight to Anchorage would leave from.  While the restaurants 
at MSP airport don’t charge particularly more than other places, Dairy Queen is never cheap anywhere.  In fact, my small Heath bar 
blizzard ended up costing more than my entire lunch at White Castle. [Dairy Queen has since introduced mini-blizzards, at a lower 
cost than the standard sizes.  That’s really all I want for a treat, but even those aren’t cheap.  That’s probably as well—it’s not 
like I need more fat and sugar.] 
 

The plane I’d be flying out on actually originated in Boston.  I saw it land in Minneapolis and entertained myself watching them 
load bags for the Anchorage passengers and cater the food and drink carts.  As the Boston passengers deplaned, I was intrigued to 
see several carrying shopping bags that said “Dubai Duty Free”.  The bag would make you think these people had been to the Middle 
East, but more likely that same company that was trying to buy up all the big American seaports also owns the duty free shops in 
airports.  I must give the United Arab Emirates credit—at least they’ve got some business to fall back on when the oil runs dry. 

 
I was one of the first people to show up in the gate area, and it was interesting to see the other passengers arrive.  A young 

woman seated across from me happened to notice on the information screen at the gate that the current temperature in Anchorage was 
36o.  She immediately got on her cell phone and called her brother in Alaska, asking him to make sure he had a jacket for her when he 
met her at the airport.  She had started her day in Dallas, where it was 90o at 10:00 in the morning.  Apparently she had packed only T-
shirts, stupidly thinking it would be that warm throughout her trip.  You’d think she’d be smart enough to realize Alaska is pretty much 
never that warm, but I guess not. 
 

Also noteworthy among my fellow passengers were an Alaskan native (what people used to call “Eskimo”) woman and her 
young son, both of whom were extremely obese and both of whom were decked out in sweat shirts proclaiming they were returning 
from Las Vegas.  Flying from Nevada to Alaska via Minnesota seems more than a bit convoluted, but I suppose that’s how they could 
book a cheap fare.  [Northwest had a pretty big presence in both Seattle and Portland, but I don’t think they flew to Anchorage 
from either of those locations.] 
 

Alaska natives, by the way, look like Indians (or Native Americans, or First Peoples, or whatever you care to call that group 
these days)—which, of course, they are.  You could also say they look Hispanic or East Asian, since all of those people are basically 
the same ethnicity.  It did strike me that Alaska natives were on the whole taller than most Indians or Hispanic people I’ve dealt with.  In 
fact the main way I could tell the difference between Alaska natives and Hispanics (of which there are a surprising number in Alaska) 
was by height.  Weight tends to vary depending on an Alaska native’s specific tribe.  Eskimos (who are more often called “Inuit” these 
days) tend to be quite stocky, while groups like the Aleut and Tlinget  [the Indians on the southern coast] are more slender overall.  
The people coming from Vegas were definitely Eskimo, which was confirmed by the fact that they’d be transferring in Anchorage for a 
flight to Kotzebue (KOT-zub-you), an almost entirely native town on the Bearing Sea coast in the northwest Arctic. 
 

Having described the native people, I must point out that the overwhelming majority of Alaska’s population is white.  That’s 
been true ever since gold rush days, and today about 85% of Alaskans describe themselves as Caucasian.  About 10% (about 70,000 
people statewide) are Alaska natives, with the rest about evenly split between recent Hispanic immigrants and Asians who have lived in 
Alaska for generations.  There are almost no African Americans in Alaska, and pretty much all the black people who do live there are 
either in the military or the spouses or children of soldiers and sailors. 

 
The flight started boarding at 4:30pm.  I thought I was toward the back of the plane, but two separate groups of people 

boarded before my row was called—and that’s not counting exit rows and first class.  My boarding pass was for Seat 32-F in this 
Boeing 757 (the same type of plane that bombed the World Trade Center), a window seat on the right side of the plane.  While I 
normally prefer the aisle, I was hoping it would be pretty flying into Anchorage and thought a window might be nice. 

 
I was the first to board in my row.  Before long a woman and her infant daughter (Ava) sat down in the aisle seat.  I can’t say I 

was exactly relishing the thought of flying 2,500 miles with a baby next to me.  Not long after that a young man took the middle seat and 
sat his elementary-aged daughter in his lap.  While infants can and often do ride free by sitting in their parents’ laps, this girl was far 
older than lap age.  Dad explained that the girl had her own seat, but it was several rows back and well away from his.  He didn’t want 
the girl sitting by herself, so he brought her up with him.  Baby Ava was actually quite good, but the girl crammed in the middle with dad 
was rather bratty (and wouldn’t anyone be in that uncomfortable situation).  When Dad complained to the stewardess that no one would 
trade seats to let them sit together, I saw my opportunity.  I agreed to take the elementary girl’s seat and let her have mine.  While for 
me that was mostly a chance to get away from annoying kids, the stewardess felt I was being martyrly and rewarded me with $30 in 



“amenities coupons” that could be redeemed for food or drinks either in flight or at the airport.  I had planned to eat supper on the plane 
anyway (which costs money these days), and I figured I’d probably be eating at the Anchorage airport on the return trip, so I really 
came out ahead in the deal.  In fact, I also got 500 free miles in frequent flyer points trading for a seat that was actually better than the 
one I had given up. 
 

My new seat was 35-A, also a window seat, but on the other side of the plane.  Though only three rows further back, it was 
actually quite a long ways because lavatories and a storage area separated rows 32 and 33.  My seatmates were also much quieter 
than they would have been three rows forward.  Next to me in the center seat was a Korean man who didn’t speak English.  Strangely, 
his wife was seated directly behind him in 36-B.  Had there not been a language problem, the logical trade would have been for the 
Korean woman to have taken the little girl’s seat.  On the aisle in 35-C was a very efficient businesswoman who seemed to spend the 
flight “multi-tasking”.  Neither of my new seatmates cried or needed their diapers changed.  As it turned out, sitting on the left side of the 
plane gave me a better view than I would have had in my original seat.  I hope the girl and her dad were also happy with the 
arrangements. 
 

We took off shortly before 5:00 and soon reached our cruising altitude, 37,000 feet.  The pilot told us we’d be flying straight 
north to Winnipeg (it’s actually just slightly northwest) and then angling northwest over Saskatchewan and Alberta and up to 
Whitehorse, in what he called the “Yukon Province” (it is, of course, actually a territory).  From there we’d angle southwest to Yakutat 
and continue due west along the Gulf of Alaska coast to Anchorage.  The route was projected to be smooth and almost entirely cloud-
free, and we should be arriving well ahead of schedule.  When he finished telling the route, the pilot gave a special greeting to his 
goddaughter in Row 23 and told her, “Your folks already know you’ll be getting in early”.  He finished by telling us the local time in 
Anchorage, though I and pretty much everybody else aboard knew the time he gave was actually an hour off.  (It would have been the 
correct time in Hawaii, not Alaska.)  He corrected himself later and noted that he kept his watch set to Mountain Time, because he lives 
in Denver.  He’d accidentally subtracted three hours from that rather than from Central Time. 
 

My free dinner (which would have been $5 had I paid for it) certainly wasn’t much.  I had what they called a deli sandwich.  It 
consisted of shaved ham and two slices of Swiss cheese on an extremely hard roll.  It was so dry I actually got hiccups trying to 
swallow the thing.  Fortunately some ginger ale put them to rest.  (Soft drinks were the only thing they served that was free.)  [It was 
actually a combination of the ginger ale and long periods of holding my breath that did the trick.  I probably spent close to an 
hour with the hiccups.]  There were no side dishes whatsoever—no chips, no salad, no cookies, nothing.  The only extra was a tiny 
packet of “dijonaisse” spread that barely covered the bun and did nothing to relieve its dryness.  Had I thought quicker, I could have 
ordered both the sandwich and a “snack box” ($3) or a bag of trail mix ($1), since the total for all of them would have been covered by 
one of my three $10 vouchers.  I didn’t think quick, though, so all I had was the lousy sandwich.  [That was pretty dumb on my part.] 
 

I spent most of the flight reading a fascinating book I’d found on Amazon.com.  Cold Crime is a tale of famous Alaskan legal 
cases.  (I’d read its companion volume, Murder at 40 Below while waiting at the airport for the return flight.)  I was familiar with exactly 
one of the cases they recounted, the murder of an Anchorage call girl that the Discovery Channel’s The New Detectives had reenacted.  
It was interesting to read of the others.  Like any crime book, it made the place in which it was set seem very dangerous. There has, of 
course, always been a frontier aspect to Alaska, one that still remains to some extent even today.  It certainly isn’t a place that requires 
any special precautions, though. 
 

From my window seat I could see the climate change rapidly as we headed north.  Each time I looked up from my book it was 
obviously colder outside than it had been before.  It was 80o in Minneapolis, but by the time we passed Bemidji there was ice at the 
edge of the lakes.  In central Canada the lakes were still frozen solid, and there were patches of snow here and there on the ground.  
[Looking out at the changing weather and landscape was probably the most memorable thing about this flight.]  Then we 
reached some of the most fantastic scenery of the trip, the St. Elias Mountains that mark the triple border between British Columbia, the 
Yukon, and Alaska.  Wrangell—St. Elias National Park in Alaska and adjacent Kluane National Park in the Yukon together form a 
United Nations World Heritage Site, so named because of their unique geography and the wildlife that is preserved there.  These are 
some of the highest and most rugged mountains in the world, all the more dramatic because they are also very near the coast.  In 
winter, though, they don’t really look like mountains from the air.  I’m used to seeing snow-capped mountains, but I don’t really think of 
snow-covered mountains.  That’s what these were, though.  From the air they looked more like sand dunes than mountains, just peaks 
of white with not a rock nor a tree to be seen anywhere. 
 

I couldn’t help but think as we flew over these mountains that this was the very route prospectors had to pass through to reach 
the Klondike back in gold rush days.  It became immediately evident why the area is called  White Pass, and I suddenly had a much 
clearer understanding of Robert Service’s “white land locked tight as a drum”, “cold, deathlike valleys”, and “cold fear that follows and 
finds you”.  It’s hard to even imagine what those old time miners endured. 

 
We reached the coast closer to Valdez (val-DEEZ) than to Yakutat, and we followed the shore for about an hour into 

Anchorage.  Unlike most coasts, Alaska’s doesn’t really have a beach or floodplain.  Instead the mountains start at the shore and just 
march inland. [They’re recent, volcanic mountains, and in this harsh climate it takes longer for vegetation to break down the 
rock into sand.  Margaret and I would see similar scenery along the coast of Iceland on a later trip.]  It really is spectacular to 
see waves crashing right up against lofty, snow-covered peaks.  Shortly before landing we flew out over the gulf and turned 
northeastward, flying over Turnagin Arm, an iceberg filled tidal basin that lies just west of Anchorage.  Anchorage’s airport is positioned 
a lot like LAX in Los Angeles, right next to the ocean and well south of the city proper.  On our final approach we saw the city sprawling 
across the “Anchorage bowl” with the modern downtown skyline in the distance.  Lots of Alaska’s buildings are sheathed in mirrored 
glass, and in the bright sun they created a rainbow prism all over the city. 



We landed at 7:40pm, about 25 minutes ahead of schedule.  It took quite a while to unload all the passengers, so it was 
pushing 8:00 by the time Row 35 got to leave.  Even so it seemed bright as noon outside.  Less than a month since the equinox, the 
days have already lengthened dramatically in Alaska.  Also distorting things is the bizarre time zone most of the state uses.  Until the 
mid 1980s Alaska used four different time zones, and when it was midnight back home it would have been just 8pm in Anchorage.  
About twenty years ago they consolidated things.  Now pretty much every place anybody lives in Alaska uses the same time zone, the 
zone that used to be called “Yukon Time” but now is called “Alaska Time”.  (The Yukon switched to Pacific Time at roughly the same 
time.)  For most of the state this means the clocks are set an hour later than nature would normally dictate—and two hours later when 
they “spring forward” for Daylight Savings Time.  That means both sunrise and sunset come later than you’d normally expect. 
 

ANC airport is officially called Ted Stevens International Airport, named after the Senator-for-Life and President Pro Tempore 
of the Senate whom Alaskans affectionately call “Uncle Ted”.  This enormous work of engineering is one of numerous examples of how 
Stevens has used his seniority (he first took office in 1970) to funnel federal funds into what otherwise would be a politically irrelevant 
state.  The airport looks brand new, and it’s clear no expense was spared in building it. 

 
[Not long after this Stevens would face serious—and not particularly surprising—corruption charges.  He was found 

guilty, and the case was on appeal when he ran for re-election in 2008.  That led to one of the closest elections in Alaska 
history and Alaska’s first Democratic senator in decades.  Aided by the “early voting” push from the Obama campaign, 
Anchorage mayor Mark Begich beat longest-serving Republican senator in history by less than 3,000 votes out of about 
325,000 cast.  While Stevens was convicted of financial irregularities, that wasn’t the end of the story.  The indictments had 
been brought by the Republican-controlled justice department under President Bush.  Strangely, after President Obama took 
office, an investigation headed by a Democratic justice department found that there had been serious prosecutorial errors 
and gross over-statements of the allegations against Stevens.  They found prosecutors had purposely withheld evidence that 
likely would have resulted in a “not guilty” verdict.  While it wasn’t outright said, the strong implication was that Stevens may 
have been singled out for investigation because the moderate old-timer wasn’t “the right kind” of Republican by modern 
standards.  Attorney General Eric Holder ended up voiding the convictions and dropping all charges against Senator Stevens 
in 2009.  Not long after that, however, Stevens died suddenly in a plane crash while flying to a hunting lodge in western 
Alaska.] 
 

Signs all over the airport tell you ANC is the largest cargo airport in the world.  In addition to being the port of entry for 
countless supplies to the 49th State, Anchorage, there is also a huge warehousing industry around the airport.  They use Alaska’s 
cheap land and naturally cold climate to store things (like electronic supplies) that can then be quickly shipped to places that need 
them.  In addition, ANC serves as the international hub for both UPS and FedEx.  When someone in Iowa sends a package to Paris, 
Calcutta, Nairobi, or Sydney, it will first travel to Anchorage. 
 

It’s interesting, though, that while the cargo area at ANC is enormous, as a passenger airport it’s really not all that big.  Back in 
the days before trans-Pacific flights were possible, Anchorage was a major refueling center.  Today, though, most of the passenger 
traffic at ANC is headed to or from Alaska, rather than in transit to somewhere else.  The city of Anchorage is a little bit larger than Des 
Moines, and its airport feels a lot like DSM.  It’s not a small-town airport (definitely larger than Mason City or even Cedar Rapids), but 
it’s certainly not a major hub.  The only passenger airline that has a hub of any sort here is Alaska Airlines, which flies from Anchorage 
to small outposts all over the state, as well as hourly service to their real hub in Seattle.  [Alaska Airlines also offers frequent direct 
flights between Anchorage and Los Angeles, Honolulu, and various points in Mexico.]  Pretty much every other airline on earth 
flies from one to five flights a day (more in summer, less in winter)—good service to everywhere, but nothing that would cause 
congestion.  The fact that ANC has separate domestic and international terminals makes each individual terminal seem even smaller. 
 

When I walked out of Gate B-11 and onto the concourse I was greeted by an enormous stuffed Kodiak bear.  Being from a 
school whose mascot is the Golden Bear, I certainly felt properly welcomed.  The beast at the airport was the first of numerous works of 
taxidermy that I’d find in some of the strangest locations all around the state.  Bears were by far the most common stuffed statues, but 
there were also moose, caribou, and various birds.  Alaska is blessed with abundant wildlife, but an amazing amount of that wildlife 
seems to be stuffed and displayed indoors. 
 

I made my way down the concourse and into the main terminal building.  I used an immaculate restroom and then claimed my 
luggage.  (An advantage of being toward the back of the plane was that my bag was already on the carousel when I arrived.)  I then 
followed signs down two escalators and through a long tunnel to the underground bunker that houses ANC’s rental car desks.  (I 
expected to find Dick Cheney behind the desk.)  A tanned boy with a “surfer dude” voice was manning the Alamo desk when I showed 
up.  He was unable to serve me because he was helping a couple who had left to get their luggage.  The couple returned with more 
luggage than I could imagine anyone could possibly need for any length of trip.  Their main bag stood nearly as tall as the woman 
(probably four feet tall—seriously), with width and depth proportionate to its height.  It can’t possibly have been able to be checked 
without additional fare.  In addition they also had three other checked bags, each the size of a standard large suitcase, plus a roller-bag 
carry-on for each of them.  The woman also had an enormous purse, and the man had a gym bag.  I was not traveling nearly as light as 
I usually do (that I had checked anything confirmed that), but I had nothing compared to these people. 
 

Eventually another employee (a young Alaska native man) came to the counter and helped me.  The couple with all that 
luggage apparently had just gone up to the desk to rent a car, with no reservations of any sort.  I didn’t even know that was possible, 
but it seemed to be no problem for them.  (Of course, maybe those bags were stuffed with money.)  I do nothing without reservations, 
and mine had been confirmed and re-confirmed.  Even so, I got an “upgrade” I really didn’t want.  I had reserved a car in the “economy” 
class, something that to me seemed only practical with gas well over two bucks a gallon.  I got what they called “compact”, a Pontiac G-



6.  Given that the other choice would have been an SUV (which they’d have given me at the same rate I had booked for the compact), I 
suppose the G-6 was small.  I can’t say I cared much for it, though.  In addition to not getting particularly good mileage (low 20s), it was 
awkward to get in and out of.  Also, everything about it was electronic, and most of the electronics were less than user-friendly. (It was 
a pain just to unlock the thing, and don’t even get me started on the radio.)  The only redeeming feature was that it had an analog 
instrument panel, which at least made it easy to keep track of my speed and the other vital statistics of the car.  [Sometime before too 
terribly long I’ll be in the market for a new car.  I’ve actually looked at some already, but I can’t say I’m terribly impressed by 
most of what’s available.  One of the biggest problems is that carmakers seem to think it’s de rigeur that everything be 
electronic.  To me that just seems to make for more potential problems—and also make things more confusing.] 
 

The rental cars at ANC are stored in a parking ramp, which makes good sense in a place with the kind of weather Anchorage 
has.  (The locals will tell you their climate is actually milder than Chicago’s, but we Midwesterners know better.)  [It actually doesn’t 
get all that cold in January or February in Anchorage—below zero is very unusual.  Winter stretches on a LONG time, though, 
to the point that it was still chilly in April.]  The clerk gave had me sign a couple of papers, gave me the keys (sort of—there was a 
key, but mostly I was supposed to use an electronic fob instead) and a wad of papers, and a card he said I mustn’t lose as I’d need it to 
get out of the ramp.  He said “you know where the cars are” in a voice that assumed I did know.  I assured him I had no clue where they 
were, and he gave me some vague directions.  It actually wasn’t too hard to find the car, which had a specific place number in the ramp 
(F-17), but getting out of the ramp was something else again.  Once I finally did find the exit, I gave the ticket to the parking clerk (a 
young Hispanic woman), who swiped it.  The electronic sign said I owed $24.00, but she just waved me through.  I don’t know if Alamo 
has to pay that parking fee or not.  If they do, they’re basically making nothing off this rental.  I paid only $48 (plus a plethora of taxes), 
and that would barely cover depreciation for the mileage I put on the car—let alone their employees and other overhead.  [They would, 
of course, rent the same car at a much higher rate in summer.  Since it was in their inventory and since they had to have 
employees at their desk, renting it out in the off-season was basically pure profit to them.] 
 

I was a little worried that no one checked my rental papers at all before I left the airport property.   Every other time I’ve 
rented a car, there’s always been someone at a very secure exit who double checks that the papers are in order and usually notes the 
mileage and any damage there might be on the car.  Fortunately this car had no damage.  In fact it was brand new.  When I pulled out 
of space F-17, it had exactly 284 miles on it.  I’d return it with 1265, so I paid Alamo less than 5¢ a mile for the distance I drove.  
Counting gas and taxes, driving in Alaska cost me a total of about 18¢ a mile, which is still pretty cheap by today’s standards. 
 

Most Alaskans would pay more than that to drive.  While larger than my preference, the Pontiac was tiny by Alaskan 
standards.  This is a state of SUVs and RVs.  Pretty much nobody drives a traditional car here, and if they do it’s either a forty-year-old 
Cadillac or a souped-up Japanese sports car.  No one seems to give a hoot about gas mileage here, and on the whole they seem to 
think $2.619 (the price for gas in Anchorage) is very reasonable.  I’d love to know just how much gas gets burned up in Alaska.  On a 
per-capita basis, it’s got to be among the highest amounts anywhere. 
 

I suppose this is as good a time as any to comment on driving in Alaska.  While it wasn’t hard exactly, it was certainly different 
than driving anywhere else.  The most annoying thing about Alaska’s roads (and particularly its city streets) is a lack of paint.  From the 
airport I exited onto Minnesota Drive, a semi-expressway that people treat as six-lanes wide, even though most of the time there are no 
lane markings at all.  The lack of paint is probably a side effect of the Alaskan climate.  For all I know, they may repaint the stripes 
annually, but seven months of salt and studded snowtires wears it off. 

 
Another product of the climate is frost heaving.  Pretty much every road in Alaska (and every street in Anchorage) is made of 

asphalt, but in many cases frost heaves have left the surface far from level.  On the rural roads they send out heavy roller trucks to 
smooth things out, but the city streets are mostly left as they are—making you feel you’re on a tilt-a-whirl as you make your way down 
the street.  (The frequent earthquakes they get here only add to the fun.) 
 

There’s one other annoying aspect to driving up north:  speed.  Surprisingly the problem is actually lack of speed.  Alaskans 
almost universally drive slowly, both in town and on the highway.  I don’t know how many times I’d be two or three cars back at a traffic 
light, only to barely make it through the light on what at home I’d think was a fairly long green cycle.  Other times I’d be driving on 
straight, flat roads in the middle of nowhere and come up on someone driving about 45 mph.  That was almost always a guarantee that 
we’d immediately enter a long series of gentle curves—nothing that would warrant slowing down, but enough to form a no passing 
zone.  Back home we joke about elderly people who drive like that (though actually most of the older folks I know are speed demons if 
anything), but in Alaska there aren’t a lot of senior citizens.  I suppose everyone must just be enjoying all that scenery—but it they live 
here, I’d think they’d have a lifetime to enjoy it. 

 
Minnesota Drive alternates between an expressway with exits and a busy street with stoplights.  In one of the street sections I 

stopped at the Spenard (spu-NARD—a neighborhood in west Anchorage) location of Carr’s Quality Center.  Carr’s is one of two 
supermarket chains that dominate the Alaskan market, the other being Oregon-based Fred Meyer.  I’d bought a Carr’s gift card through 
the Garrigan scrip program [actually a Safeway gift card, but it worked at numerous different stores], and I figured I might as well 
do some shopping and avoid the pop and snack machines at the hotel.  Owned by Safeway, Carr’s has an extremely upscale feel to it.  
Every aisle was carpeted, something that to me seems silly in a grocery store, and they featured the sort of foods they cook with on 
TV’s Food Network.  Carr’s reminded me a lot of the Dominick’s stores in Chicago (which also happen to be owned by Safeway) or of 
Dahl’s in Des Moines. [I don’t think Dahl’s even exists these days, but it was a similar store.]  It makes even the nicest Hy-Vee 
look middle class. 
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come gift” on my bed when I arrived, a bag of microwave popcorn and a bottle of water.  Last summer I stayed at a Courtyard by 
Marriott in that had those amenities available in the room, but charged if you actually used them.  In fact the bottle of water that you 
could buy for 50¢ in a convenience store cost a full $4 in that Oklahoma City hotel.  Here a note with the gift said both the water and the 
popcorn were complimentary and were simply there to thank me for my business.  I didn’t really want or need either one, but it was a 
nice touch.  If I ever should be back in Anchorage, there’s a good chance they’ll get my business again. 
 
 I hiked around the creek for a while, returning about sunset—which is 9:45 in Anchorage in April.  I then watched the TV news. 
Iowa was in the news twice tonight.  First they had sketchy coverage of a tornado that had hit the Iowa City area.  I’ve got lots of 
relatives in Iowa City, and I knew my sister would be visiting down there this weekend, so that definitely got my attention.  Most of the 
coverage dealt with some sorority that I’d never heard of, so it was hard to say just where the thing hit.  I’d find out later my relatives 
were safe, but it hit very close to my Uncle Harvey and Aunt Max’s home.  The other Iowa news was about the mumps.  Iowa has had 
an explosion in mumps cases this fall, with nearly a hundred times the normal number of reported cases.  The current theory was that 
two people who flew into Cedar Rapids may have been the main cause of spreading the mumps.  Having just spent a long time on a 
closely confined and very crowded plane, that wasn’t exactly news I was thrilled to hear. 
 
 The disease Alaska itself was worried about was the bird flu, something almost every “expert” felt would probably enter the 
state this month.  Birds that inhabit the Aleutian Islands migrate there from places like Vietnam where bird flu is now endemic, and most 
health officials were convinced that rural Alaska was the place bird flu would probably strike first in America. 
 
 The other health concern was about people who surf on icebergs.  You read that right.  Apparently it has become quite popular 
for college-aged boys to go out into Turnagin Arm and ride the waves on the little chunks of ice that float around there.  It’s really no 
surprise to anyone that doing so is extremely dangerous, but neither is it much of a surprise that those boys would find it fun. 
 
 Three different times during the newscast I saw the same ad.  The ad was sponsored by Conoco/Phillips, one of the biggest oil 
companies with Alaska connections, and it was campaigning against a proposal in the state legislature to re-design the state’s oil 
revenues.  I’d read later that the current “oil severance royalty” is paid in a flat rate per volume—the state government gets a certain 
amount for every barrel of oil that leaves the state.  Now that the price of oil is skyrocketing, the legislators want to change to a tax 
structure based on a percentage of the value of the oil.  It’s certainly understandable both why the state would want to make that 
change and why the oil companies would oppose it.  The commercial was in fable form.  It showed a man having soup for lunch.  When 
the waitress brings the check, it is for $5.95, and the man complains that the price was more than what it said on the menu.  The 
waitress says that while he was eating, the price of the soup went up.  He asks how she can do that, and she says, by just crossing out 
the old price and writing in a new one.  To demonstrate she raises the price to $6.95.  He complains again, and in the time it takes him 
to argue the price goes up to $7.95.  He grabs a cracker and a sip of water, which skyrockets the bill to $24.95 by the end of the ad. 
 
 It may surprise many of my friends who think of me as very liberal, but I basically agree with the oil companies on this issue.  
Alaska negotiated what was for them a very good deal for many, many years.  (In fact, for decades that severance royalty made 
Alaskan crude much more expensive than other oil, which is why we’ve never used much of it in the U.S.)  While the state would 
certainly make more money today on a percentage basis, they’re really not losing anything; they’ll still continue to get the same flat rate 
they’ve always gotten.  Indeed they may get more, simply because market conditions will create more demand for Alaskan oil.  From 
everything I’ve read (and it is by far the hottest issue in Alaska), it seems the folks in Juneau are just getting greedy.  The oil companies 
are too, of course, but at least they’ve held up their end of the bargain. 
 
 Alaskan television uses the same schedule as Central Time, so the news ended at 10:30.  I flipped through channels, and 
settled on “The Alaska Channel,” which is basically one endless commercial for Alaska tourism.  About 11:00 I decided it was time for 
bed.   That was, of course, 2am back home, so it wasn’t hard to get to sleep. 
 

Friday, April 14 - Anchorage, Kenai, Homer, & Seward 
 
 I was up around 6:40 this morning, which was before sunrise at this time of year in Anchorage.  As I showered I pondered the 
fact that today was Good Friday, which in addition to being one of the main Christian holy days is also one of the most tragic days in 
Alaskan history.  The state’s two biggest disasters both happened on Good Friday.  On March 27, 1964, the largest earthquake ever to 
hit North America (magnitude 9.2) shook Anchorage and the surrounding area.  Between the quake itself and the enormous tsunami it 
triggered, it was by far the worst natural disaster the Great Land has ever endured.  Whole towns were completely wiped off the map, 
and 131 people died.  Then on March 24, 1989—also Good Friday—Alaska suffered its greatest man-made disaster, the Exxon Valdez 
oil spill.  At least half a million animals died as a result of the accident, and nearly two decades later the Gulf of Alaska’s ecosystem has 
not fully recovered.  I hoped that this Good Friday would not be another tragic day for the Last Frontier—and fortunately it wasn’t. 
 
 [In preparing this revision, I did a search for the news of April 14, 2006.  It appears the biggest national story was the 
Bush administration officially acknowledging that criticism to FEMA’s slow response after Hurricane Katrina was warranted.  
Other headlines for the day included “Body found in Milwaukee lagoon”, “Woman suffers stroke on Disney ride”, “Dozens 
dead in Iraq violence”, and “IRS warns of tax refund ‘phishing’ scams”.  While none of that is exactly good news, there was 
certainly nothing that made this day more newsworthy than any other day in recent memory.  Moreover absolutely nothing of 
lasting importance appeared to happen in Alaska that day.] 
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Saturday, April 15 - Seward, Portage Glacier, & Anchorage  
 
 I was up very early this morning and made it down to the hotel’s breakfast room shortly after they opened at 6:00.  I sat across 
from a family from Maryland that could have been a model for suburban bliss:  slightly overweight mother and father with an extremely 
tall, gangly teenaged son and a prim daughter still playing with Barbies.  The four of them were pouring over the Anchorage Daily News 
as they ate, and they seemed to find every article amusing.  I have no clue why.  I read the same paper later in the day, and there was 
nothing much that tickled my funny bone.  I didn’t care much for the Anchorage Daily News (it’s tends toward tabloid sensationalism 
and has very conservative editorials), but laughing definitely wasn’t my reaction. 
 
 I must say that breakfast was the most disappointing aspect of the Holiday Inn Express—Seward Harbor.  It wasn’t that there 
was anything particularly wrong with it, just that it didn’t really meet with my expectations.  A couple years ago in Florida Margaret and I 
stayed at a Holiday Inn Express that had some of the best cinnamon rolls I’ve ever eaten.  They had those same rolls here, but the 
ones that were out at 6am were obviously at least day old and seemed more like hockey pucks than pastry.  There were plenty of other 
breakfast choices, but none of them really excited me.  I had a cup of yogurt and filled my coffee mug and then set off for the day. 
 
 Check-out took no time at all.  Since my room was prepaid, I hadn’t presented a credit card at check-in and they hadn’t even 
bothered making up a folio for me.  I’m not sure what they’d have done if I’d have tried to play video games or rent a movie.  I didn’t, so 
there was no reason to deal with a bill.  [I’ve been in this situation a couple of other times at hotels, and I’m always surprised by 
it.  Many hotels won’t even let you through the door without a credit card; even if you’re paying with cash or a gift card, they 
require scanning a credit card in case there’s damage to the room.  On the other hand, with prepaid stays, they often don’t 
even keep any formal record at all.] 
 
 I stopped at a Texaco station on the highway just west of the hotel, where I bought some $2.81 gas.  (That seemed a horrible 
price at the time, but as I write this on April 22 it’s $2.89 in Algona, and everyone’s assuming it will be over $3 by Monday. 
[Interestingly, as I write this revision, gas has come back down under $3—roughly the same price it was six years ago.])  The 
station wasn’t actually open yet, but they had a pay at the pump system where I swiped my credit card to pay.  I generally prefer those 
anyway, because it makes it less likely I’ll make impulse buys at the convenience store. 
 
 The place I stopped this morning may well have been the only Texaco station in all of Alaska.  By far the dominant brand up 
north is Tesoro, a San Antonio-based company that owns the refinery in Kenai.  Tesoro (the Spanish word for “treasure”) operates 
convenience stores under the name “AK2Go” (pronounced in commercials “Alaska to Go”) as well as grimy old truck stops like the one 
I’d stopped at yesterday.  Their logo features the Northern Lights on a teal background.  [Older stations show the big dipper on their 
signs.]  Supposedly in addition to Alaska they operate throughout the Mountain states, and they also supply gas to every Wal-Mart 
store in the West (the ones that say “Mirastar” rather than “Murphy USA”).  [In recent years Tesoro has expanded into the Midwest.  
I’ve seen quite a few in Minnesota, and there’s even one in Carroll, Iowa.] 
 

When preparing for the trip I had tried to buy Tesoro gift cards.  They participate in the scrip program, but apparently they have 
a policy (which, even after I complained, still isn’t given on the scrip website) that they’ll only sell the cards to residents of the states 
where they have service stations.  Since I didn’t have any prepaid Tesoro cards (those I did have were for Casey’s and BP, neither of 
which operates in Alaska), it really didn’t matter where I bought gas.  Texaco was convenient and as good as anywhere else.  In fact, 
while the pump this morning said Texaco, chances are I actually put Tesoro gas in the Pontiac.  The Kenai refinery supplies something 
like 95% of Alaska’s gasoline, regardless of the brand it says on the pump.  That refinery is the major factor in bringing Alaska’s gas 
prices in line with those elsewhere in America.  The state actually ranks in the lower half nationwide in gas prices, partially because oil 
refined on Alaskan soil isn’t charged the severance royalty. 
 

Since I’ve already mentioned scrip several times, I should probably explain it briefly for those who may not be familiar with the 
program.  The program allows various non-profit organizations (like our school) to sell gift cards that people can use at both local and 
national stores.  You pay face value for the cards, but the merchants sell them to the school at a reduced rate—anywhere from 2% to 
30%, depending on the nature of the business.  The merchants usually end up ahead, not just because they attract customers (like me) 
who feel they are supporting charity in the process of shopping, but also because the discount is often the same amount they’d pay for 
processing a credit card transaction, and with scrip they get the money up front, rather than waiting for it.  (They may also get a tax 
incentive; I don’t know the technicalities of that.  [They do.  In fact, when corporations tell you of their vast charitable “donations”, 
a lot of them are things like scrip.])  The school also benefits.  In the first year we’ve had the program at Garrigan, we’ve sold over a 
million dollars in gift cards and earned over $50,000 in profit.  [Last year it was close to $200,000 in profit.]  For us, that money 
reduces students’ tuition.  (Originally they were going to apply the profit from the scrip teachers bought to our retirement program, but 
apparently there were legal problems with doing that.)  Other schools use it for things like band uniforms or sports supplies.  I find that 
in addition to helping out the school, scrip also allows me to budget my money better.  By buying the cards up front and limiting the 
cash I spend or the times I use my credit card, I’m more likely to stick with what I actually can afford to spend.  [Budgeting is probably 
the biggest benefit of scrip.  It’s so easy to just charge things these days, and using the gift cards reduces the temptation to 
do that.] 
 

Just north of Seward I passed a narrow road with a sign indicating it was the route to the Alaska State Corrections Facility.  
That reminded me of another thing I had heard on AK.  One of their episodes was entitled “Exporting Alaska” and described the various 
products (more than just oil) that the state sends down to the “Lower 48” or overseas.  In one segment they noted that among Alaska’s 
biggest exports are prisoners, a fact that was confirmed by that Cold Crime book I’d read on the plane.  It turns out that about half of 
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or twice a year to stock up on supplies.  Those trips include a stop at Penney’s to pick up clothing.  Supposedly Anchorage also has the 
biggest-grossing Sam’s Club store in the country, also mostly due to thanks to the “bush people”. 
 

I had no problem finding things to buy at Penney’s, and here my $25 gift card bought me a big bag of loot.  I headed to the 
clearance racks, where shirts and sweaters could be had for just $4.77 each.  I was especially pleased to find two lightweight sweaters, 
something that’s almost never for sale in the men’s department down here.  I got one in grey and another in gold, and I know they’ll 
both get a lot more than $4.77 worth of wear.  [I wore one of those sweaters just today as I write the revision; I forgot I’d gotten it 
in Anchorage.] 
 

I window shopped at all the other stores (mostly the same stuff you’d find in any upscale mall) and made my way to the first 
level of the parking ramp building, where the mall directory listed their primary “entertainment” attraction, the Alaska State Troopers 
Museum.  This surprisingly large collection was especially interesting after reading the Alaska crime book.  They did a nice job of 
explaining how forensic techniques are adapted to the unique environment of Alaska (like how you can capture shoe prints left in the 
snow or how instead of cars they chase the bad guys by snow machine in the Alaskan bush).  It was also interesting to see things like a 
real polygraph machine (though it intrigued me there was no acknowledgement that polygraph exams aren’t allowed in court).  They 
also had old police vehicles and an exhibit showing how the troopers’ uniforms had changed through the years.  It makes sense, of 
course, but I’d never really thought of the fact that in Alaska a standard part of the uniform would be a parka with the trooper emblem 
embroidered on it. 
 

I next walked a few blocks east to the Anchorage Museum of History and Art, a fascinating institution.  Built with state money 
early in the oil boom and funded today mostly by the Conoco/Phillips Foundation, the place is really two museums in one:  an art 
museum on the first floor and a history museum upstairs. 
 

The art exhibits are definitely not the best feature of the place.  The first gallery I walked through had a temporary exhibit 
entitled “Canines in Art”.  While I was amused by seeing the classic velvet painting of dogs playing poker enshrined in a museum, I 
can’t say I was exactly moved by the exhibit.  That was followed by a salute to Alaskan architecture, a fascinating topic, given that many 
people would say there is no such thing.  That’s because most architecture up north strictly follows the dictate that “form follows 
function”.  The architecture here is not particularly decorative.  However, it’s not ugly, and it does hold up well in harsh conditions.   The 
gallery mostly featured the work of a single architect who had designed homes, churches, office buildings, schools, shopping centers, 
and every single Carr’s store (I’d never really thought of supermarkets as having architects).  In fact, apparently nearly half of the 
buildings in Anchorage (and thousands more around Alaska) were designed by this one man.  Probably his most interesting design was 
the barracks at the Prudhoe Bay oil drilling site, a collection of modules joined together and built on stilts so as not to disturb the 
permafrost. 
 

Behind the architecture gallery was a special exhibition of the work of students in the Anchorage Public Schools.  Most of this 
was really very good, certainly better than other school exhibits I’ve seen.  There was an amazing variety of work, much of it three-
dimensional mixed media pieces.  It would be interesting to see if any of these young people ever go on to a career in art. 
 

The rest of the art galleries are devoted to more traditional museum collections—that is, rooms full of paintings with gilded 
frames.  The Anchorage Museum specializes in northern art, which makes sense, since it’s unlikely many other museums do.  That 
meant there were lots and lots of wildlife paintings and lots and lots of snowscapes and mountain views.  None of them were 
particularly inspired; indeed many of them looked like the sort of thing you’d see in “paint by numbers” kits.  There’s a reason you don’t 
find northern art in the Louvre or the Chicago Art Institute. 
 

While the art galleries were mediocre at best, the history museum was outstanding.  They trace the complete history of Alaska 
from the days when it was connected to Siberia by the Bearing Land Bridge to the modern day.  One of the most interesting parts of the 
museum reminded me a lot of the Geoffrey Museum I’d seen in London at Christmastime.  They have re-creations of typical Alaskan 
homes through the ages, showing both how the homes were constructed and what it was like to live in them.  Perhaps most interesting 
was the traditional igloo, where they explained both what igloos were really like and how people came to think of them as little domes of 
ice.  Igloos were (and I use the past tense, because pretty much no one has lived in one for nearly a century) dome shaped, but they 
were basically made of driftwood and bones covered with animal skins—not unlike the dwellings native Indians made further south.  
Eskimos would purposely allow snow to accumulate on top of igloos and would pack it down tight, because the snow helped insulate 
against the elements.  That’s what led to the “house of snow” reputation for what an igloo is.  By the way, the typical Eskimo house 
today is a mobile home that came to “the bush” by barge. 
 
 Another exhibit told the story of homesteading in Alaska.  (I had seen a similar display in Homer, but this one was larger and 
better done.)  Alaska was open to homesteaders even after World War II, and relatively large numbers of homesteaders came here 
during the Great Depression.  Early homesteading assumed traditional agriculture could be adapted to the north.  Tales of enormous 
vegetables aside, Alaska will never be America’s breadbasket (unless global warming gets much more severe).  There is, however, a 
surprising amount of agriculture here today.  It’s mostly truck farming (the Anchorage farmers’ market would open May 1) and dairy 
farming (the reason “Matanuska Maid” milk doesn’t cost twice what its equivalent does back home. 
 

There is a large exhibit on the development of communications in Alaska.  It was fascinating to find out that the first reliable 
civilian telephone link between Alaska and the rest of the country didn’t open until 1971, twelve years after Alaska became a state.  
They tried to place an underwater cable from Alaska to Seattle, but they found it nearly impossible to maintain, so Alaska became the 
first place on earth to get its primary long-distance service via satellite. 



Another fascinating display told the history of the military in Alaska.  Few people realize that Alaska is the only part of the 
United States that has actually been occupied by a foreign enemy.  While the Japanese bombed Hawaii in World War II, they actually 
invaded the Aleutian Islands.  WWII was the start of an enormous military presence in Alaska that continues to this day. It appears to be 
sort of a love-hate relationship.  Alaskans don’t really care much for the federal presence, but they love the money it brings in. 
 
 There is a huge exhibit on Alaska’s resources, including—of course—oil.  The exhibit includes a model cross-section of the 
pipeline and a display on how dependent the state is on oil revenue.  Fully 80% of the state government’s revenues come from oil 
royalties, which allows Alaska to get by without any personal state taxes.  The flood of cash that came from the initial oil boom also 
endowed the Alaska Permanent Fund, an investment which for the last thirty years has paid an annual dividend to every man, woman, 
and child in Alaska.  The amount is not huge (about $1,000 per person per year), but it’s basically free money paid just for spending ten 
months out of the year on Alaskan soil.  The AK radio show noted how much Alaskans look forward to the “PFD checks”, which arrive 
every October.  They pay for the Christmas shopping and for getaway trips to places like Hawaii.  Mostly because of the Permanent 
Fund, October and November are the biggest shopping months of the year in Alaska. [Of course all those bush people stocking up 
for winter are an important reason, too.]  Oil’s impact goes far beyond the state budget and the permanent fund, though.  About a 
third of all Alaskans are directly employed by the oil industry, with another third of jobs indirectly dependent on petroleum.  Oil 
companies also underwrite almost all the cultural institutions in the state—including, as they carefully noted, this museum. 
 
 While it is by far the biggest income generator, oil is just one of many resources in Alaska.  The Russians came here for fur 
and fish, and the state gained early fame for metals.  There are also large deposits of coal scattered around the state.  Many experts 
feel, though, that in the long term the state’s greatest resource may be water.  Those glaciers and lakes lock up nearly one-fifth of the 
world’s available fresh water.  Around the world only Canada and Russia have larger fresh water supplies than Alaska.  A number of 
half-serious, half-fanciful schemes have been proposed for shipping water from the under-populated north to dry, over-populated places 
further south.  The museum had a model of one proposal for an undersea pipeline that would have run the length of British Columbia 
and would have carried fresh water from Alaska’s panhandle to feed the California aqueduct system. 
 
 About a dozen high school students were going through the history museum when I was there.  They’d obviously been given 
an assignment that was a sort of “scavenger hunt”, trying to find specific pieces of information hidden among the exhibits.  It was 
interesting to watch them search for the answers they needed. 
 
 The final thing I saw at the Anchorage Museum was its atrium.  This skylit area includes an extremely upscale café (whose 
prices I didn’t bother checking out) and a temporary exhibit space.  The current exhibit told the story of building the Alaska Railroad.  I 
don’t know that it was particularly harder to build a railroad in Alaska than anywhere else, but because it was built more recently (in the 
Great Depression era), the construction was better documented. [Some would argue the better documentation was also due to the 
fact that the workers were mostly American whites rather than Asian immigrants.]  It was interesting to see what people endured 
to build what continues to be a vital transportation link. 
 
 I also stopped in the museum shop, where I picked up a small gift for Margaret and a couple of trinkets for myself.  Then I 
walked outside and made my way past the Alaska Russian Orthodox Museum.  I didn’t bother going in because I could see pretty much 
everything there (everything from icons to samovars) through the windows as I walked by.  I walked back to the parking ramp and 
wound my way to the exit.  I paid $2.75 for the privilege of parking for the afternoon, and then made my way southward on “C” Street. 
 
 My next destination was Anchorage’s “midtown” area, a sprawling collection of business strips extending eastward from the 
airport.  While I liked residential Anchorage a lot, I cared a lot less for the commercial city.  Pretty much every business that exists 
elsewhere in America also exists in Anchorage, most in multiple locations on various strips around the city.  Rural Alaskans deridingly 
refer to the city as “Los Anchorage”, and the endless strips of minimalls do look remarkably like L.A.  [Particularly with its northern 
mountain setting, I’d say Anchorage looks more like Seattle than Los Angeles.]  My hotel this evening, the Fairfield Inn—Midtown, 
was right in the middle of this sprawl. 
 
 This hotel (again sided in blue) was my least favorite of the trip, and it would have been even if it were more conveniently 
located.  I got off on a bit of a wrong foot right at check-in, when I encountered some of the rudest staff people I’ve ever seen in a hotel.  
Given the staff’s reactions (they won’t even look at you unless you produce two forms of ID), I’d gather they get a lot of less than savory 
transients passing through this part of Anchorage.  I’d think that would be more of a problem across the street at the Motel 6 than it 
would be here, though.  Complicating my check-in process was the fact that I wanted to pay with a Marriott gift card, another purchase 
through the Garrigan scrip program.  That was perfectly acceptable, but the desk clerk wanted me to also either leave a $50 cash 
deposit or have a credit card scanned.  I was okay with doing that, so long as the clerk could assure me that my credit card wouldn’t 
actually be charged.  [She did make that assurance, and there were no charges.  As I mentioned earlier, this is fairly standard at 
a lot of hotels, but they were quite a bit ruder about it here than elsewhere.]  The rule was more of a problem for a group of people 
who were checking in at the same time.  Their employer had paid for their rooms, but the hotel still required the deposit from them—$50 
per room.  The people either had no credit cards or refused to produce them, and they had quite an argument with the desk staff.  I left 
before they got anything settled. 
 
 I have no clue why the Fairfield Inn felt a deposit was necessary.  Like most “better” hotels, this place charged for phone calls 
and also had pay-per-view movies.  Both of those dubious “services” could be blocked, though, and I’d think they could just 
automatically block them if no deposit was left.  Maybe they’ve had problems with people ripping off linens; I don’t know.  One way or 
another, they make it a royal pain just to check in. 
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those things you really don’t expect to see in a “red” state.  The website opposes a plan to dismantle the Permanent Fund and use the 
money to pay state expenses.  They encourage re-establishing the state income tax and starting a state sales tax as an alternative.  
What is most interesting is that this site is sponsored by a member of one of Alaska’s wealthiest families, Jim Gottstein.    The 
Gottsteins are half of the Carr-Gottstein Corporation, the company that recently sold Alaska’s largest supermarket chain to Safeway.  
[The website apparently let their domain expire.  Today raisetaxes.org basically serves advertising.  Mr. Gottstein is certainly 
not alone in being wealthy and supporting a tax increase.  Many prominent Americans—among them Warren Buffet and Bill 
Gates—have joined our current President in supporting higher taxes on the wealthiest Americans.  It tends to be people one 
tier down, the people those who describe themselves as middle class while at the same time flaunting their wealth 
ostentatiously, who are the biggest opponents to paying their fair share to support our government.] 
 

The most famous sight in downtown Anchorage is one of the few buildings that survived the 1964 earthquake.  The 4th Avenue 
Theater is an old movie house that now runs an old-time dance show in the style of the gold rush days.  (Never mind that Anchorage 
itself was never a gold rush town.)  When I walked by about twenty people were lined up outside the door to see that show.  I assume 
their business is better in summer, but it may not be.  The place is apparently slated for the wrecking ball—a topic of much debate 
among Anchorage residents, who recently voted down a sales tax that would have funded historic preservation. Having only seen the 
outside, I’m not sure if there’s much of anything worth preserving in the place or not.  While I’ve heard it called “an art deco 
masterpiece”, honestly from the outside it looks like rather a dump. 
 
 The dance show at the 4th Avenue Theater is one of the things  the travel books suggest tourists do for a night on the town.  
Another frequent suggestion is drinking and dancing at Chilkoot Charlie’s, a massive “frontier” bar on one of those midtown strips.  I 
ignored both of those suggestions and instead did an online search to see what was going on in Anchorage over Easter weekend.  I 
found out there were no sports events, nor any plays.  However, I did find that the Anchorage Civic Orchestra would be performing at 
the Alaska Center for the Performing Arts.  I’d never heard a symphony before [actually I believe that once when I was a kid I saw 
the Southeast Iowa Symphony perform at school—not that it really counts], but I thought it might be fun, so I went ahead and 
booked a ticket. 
   
 It turned out I had a most enjoyable evening.  While this was not a major orchestra (it’s the music equivalent of community 
theatre, as opposed to the Alaska Symphony, which is regionally known), they put on a pleasant show.   Their spring concert had no 
particular theme (though the conductor noted all the composers had names that began with the letter “S”), but the music moved well 
and went together nicely.  My favorite piece was the rousing “Festive Overture, Opus 96” by Soviet composer Dmitri Shostakovich, and 
the only piece I didn’t much care for was Franz Schubert’s “Unfinished Symphony Number 8 in B Minor”.  (I think there’s a reason he 
never got around to finishing it.) 
 
 The whole second half of the concert featured guest soloist Audrey Solomon.  Solomon won the Miss Alaska crown in 2000.  
She was a finalist for Miss America that year, and her classical violin skills won her the talent award in the pageant.  She has also won 
the Alaska Old Time Fiddling Competition, and she earns her living by playing background strings for rock groups.  As a master of 
those very different musical genres, needless to say, she is a very talented musician.  The redhead also looks like a beauty queen, 
even six years after giving up her crown.  She was truly beautiful, though not in a “Barbie doll” sense.  Perhaps most striking was her 
skin, which was china doll white instead of the fake tan I’d expect to see. 
 
 [Partly because I’d enjoyed the orchestra concert in Anchorage so much, I made a point of booking a ticket for the 
Boston Pops holiday show when I was in Beantown a few years later.  Holiday Pops may well be the best cultural event I’ve 
ever been to; I’d recommend that anyone who is remotely near Boston make a point of seeing it.  I certainly won’t hesitate to 
see other instrumental music shows in the future.] 
 
 The Alaska Center for the Performing Arts is a very nice facility.  It combines three main theatres and several smaller spaces.  
The theatres vary in size (the one this concert was in was the smallest) and have flexible designs that can accommodate a wide variety 
of shows.  The acoustics are good, and almost every seat has a good view.  The only real problem is the lobby.  It is spacious, but 
being designed (as all of Anchorage seems to have been) in the mid ‘70s, it’s very utilitarian and honestly rather ugly.  Most hideous 
was the carpet, an overly busy floral pattern in light blue and orange that really called attention to itself. 
 
 The concert ended about 9:45, right at sunset.  It was strange to walk out of a theatre and be able to see.  I made my way 
back to the parking ramp and then headed back to the Fairfield Inn.  When I entered, I found a high school hockey team sprawled out 
around the lobby as their coaches checked them into rooms.  This is apparently a very common sight in Alaska, though it’s actually 
more likely a traveling sports team would be playing basketball than hockey.  High school sports are at least as big in Alaska as they 
are down south, but travel is an important part of the game.  Before coming here I read a long article on the website of Anchorage’s 
only Catholic school that talked about the trials of playing basketball in the 49th State.  For most schools every single game requires a 
plane trip and an overnight stay, at a cost of up to $6,000 per game (paid mostly by charging participation fees to the athletes).  
Because of that cost, they try to schedule most games as small tournaments, where several games can be played in a weekend.  
Things like the Bethel Subway Classic (a basketball tournament sponsored by the fast food franchise in the town of Bethel on the 
Bearing Sea coast) are the biggest events of the year in small-town Alaska. 
 

The hockey team at the Fairfield Inn didn’t come from quite so remote a place.  They’d driven here in vans from North Pole 
(not  the north pole, but a town of that name that is a suburb of Fairbanks), about 400 miles northeast of Anchorage.  They were in town 
for a tournament that was taking place over Easter weekend.  Though their school would probably be in Class 2-A in Iowa, they’d be 
playing Anchorage East (with 3,500 students) tomorrow.  That’s because there are only two classes in Alaska high school sports, 



basically “big” and “small”.  “Small” in Alaska means very small, generally under 100 students in grades 9 – 12.  Almost every rural 
school is small, as is the Catholic school whose website I’d been to.  “Big” means anything more than that, and is pretty much confined 
to public schools in Anchorage, Fairbanks, the Kenai Peninsula, the suburban Mat-Su Valley (which I’d see tomorrow), and the towns of 
“Southeast” (the area by British Columbia I grew up calling the Alaska Panhandle).  Both big and small schools have to travel enormous 
distances to play each other, because outside of Anchorage it’s a long way to any other school—and three-fourths of Alaska’s schools 
can’t be reached by road. 
 
 I made my way back up to the room and watched the local news on TV.  It couldn’t help but notice on this and other newscasts 
something I’d never really thought about—Alaskans have no accent whatsoever.  Coming from literally everywhere, theirs is an accent 
of nowhere.  They’d probably do even better than Iowans as TV broadcasters, so flat and nondescript is their speech. 
 
 Something else that stood out on the news was the weather.  We’re all used to hearing an “around the state” summary of 
temperatures form various towns.  That summary is very different in Alaska than it is back home, though.  While temperatures in Iowa 
might vary by 10 or 20 degrees, in Alaska there are completely different climates in different places.  Prudhoe Bay on the North Slope, 
for instance, expected a high today of around 20 below zero, while Bethel was expecting temperatures around 50.  Most of south-
central Alaska (including Anchorage) was looking at highs around 40 tomorrow, with an overnight low around 15o.  The other weather 
cities—Nome, Fairbanks, Kotzebue, Toke, Juneau, Skagway, and Attu—had every imaginable kind of weather in between. 
 
 I watched a bit more TV and was interested to see several cable networks airing the latest ad for the United Church of Christ, 
the national denomination with which the Congregational church I attend is affiliated.  This is a third in a series of controversial ads the 
church has aired.  This one shows several people being ejected (literally) from a church pew because people in the church don’t want 
them around.  Those who end up flying through the air include a black woman with a crying baby, a gay couple, a homeless man, an 
elderly woman, and a handicapped person.  A caption says, “God doesn’t reject people.  Neither do we.”  Then the commercial ends, 
as did the previous UCC ads, with the line “The United Church of Christ – No matter who you are or where you are on life’s journey, 
you’re welcome here.”  All the broadcast networks have refused to air the UCC ads, even though they have aired commercials for other 
churches like the Methodists and the Mormons.  The implication that there might be churches that don’t welcome everybody (which, of 
course, there are) is apparently too hot for the networks to handle.  Many cable stations did agree to air the ads, though, and tonight I 
saw my church advertised on CNN, Discovery, and the Weather Channel. 
 
 [No one outright said it, but what made the broadcast networks deny this and other UCC ads was that the United 
Church of Christ is a publicly gay-friendly denomination.  In the past six years gays have become much more prominent on 
broadcast TV, and it would be interesting to see if the ads would be accepted by the networks today.  There’s a good chance 
they still might not be, though.  Many people think “gay” and “Christian” are mutually exclusive, and they’re the type of 
boisterous people who would tend to boycott other sponsors of programs on which those ads aired.] 
 
 … Not that the ad could have much of an effect in Anchorage.  There are no UCC churches in Anchorage, and in fact in all of 
Alaska there’s just one—a campus ministry at the University of Alaska in Fairbanks.  Anchorage does have a single Congregational 
church; in fact I drove past its grey A-frame building this afternoon when I was out exploring.  Instead of the UCC, though, it is affiliated 
with the National Association of Congregational Christian Churches, a much more conservative denomination that probably wouldn’t 
want to be associated with the commercials. 
 
 Interestingly, this particular hotel featured both a Bible and a Book of Mormon in the bedside table.  That surprised me, 
because I didn’t see a single LDS place of worship in Alaska.  They’re definitely not as big up north as they are elsewhere in the West.  
I’ve read that most of the bush towns will have three churches—one Catholic, one Orthodox, and one any of a variety of Protestant 
churches.  Apparently in the late 1800s missionaries from the old “mainline” churches decided to divide up Alaska rather than 
duplicating their resources.  That’s why some villages will have a Methodist church, others a Presbyterian church, and still others a 
Lutheran church.  In south central Alaska I saw several Methodist churches, but what I mostly saw in the little villages were Catholic 
and Episcopal churches.  Anchorage has a little bit of everything, but is probably heaviest on those pole-building Pentecostal churches 
that are sprouting up everywhere these days.  Overall, though, my feeling was that Alaska really isn’t a very religious place. 
 
 [I’ve since learned that the Book of Mormon is a fixture in all Marriott hotel properties.  The chain was founded by 
members of the Latter Day Saints, and while they don’t witness to their faith in a public way, having the Book of Mormon next 
to the Gideon Bible is standard practice in all Marriott locations.] 
 
 I continued flipping through TV channels until nearly midnight.  Then I drifted off to sleep. 
 

Sunday, April 16 - Anchorage, Palmer, & Wasilla 
 
 I was up around 7:00 this morning and made my way down to the breakfast room.  Again the breakfast was rather 
disappointing.  I’d remembered the Fairfield Inn I stayed at in Philadelphia that had excellent coffee and pastries.  Here is was stale 
frozen danish and microwaved waffles.  Nothing on the spread really did much for me. 
 
 Actually, it’s pretty rare that I do care a lot for motel breakfasts.  I’d really rather they did away with it all together and reduced 
the price of the room.  I love breakfast, but I rather go to a restaurant for a real breakfast than be charged extra for stuff I really don’t 
want at a hotel. 
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The man asked which terminal I was going to (there’s a separate international terminal at ANC) and told me the quickest way 
to my destination was to walk under the Alaska Railroad tracks.  Another of Ted Stevens’ black holes of money, the Alaska Railroad 
has a palatial station adjacent to the main terminal at ANC, with an elevated track connecting the airport with the main line.  This could 
be a useful link between the airport and downtown, except for the fact that trains almost never run on the line.  There’s a grand total of 
one train in each direction a day—arriving early in the morning and leaving the airport mid-afternoon.  It might be useful for a few airport 
workers, but pretty much no passengers can take advantage of it. 

 
My first stop inside the terminal was at a restroom.  I relieved myself and then spent some time doing a bit of re-packing.  In 

the process I became very panicked, because I couldn’t find my passport.  While passports are not required for traveling within the 
U.S., it’s a lot easier to show a passport at security than it is to get out a driver’s license.  Also, I’m planning to accompany Margaret 
when she takes kids to Peru this summer, and I’ll need a passport for that trip.  I searched and searched, but I couldn’t locate the 
important blue booklet. 

 
I eventually reconciled myself to the fact that my passport had probably fallen under the seat of the Pontiac and reconciled 

myself to getting a new one.  I wasn’t happy, but I made my way up the escalator to the ticketing area.  An employee who appeared to 
be doing nothing watched me check in at a “self check-in” machine and then a different employee tagged my checked bag and whisked 
it on a conveyor.  It surprised me that the bag didn’t have to go through a bomb detecting machine, as at most airports.  There was one 
of those machines just a few steps down from the check-in area, but the bag appeared to go the other way.  I guess that wasn’t a 
problem, though.  When I got home there was no indication that the bag had been inspected at all, but it seemed to make it okay. 

 
There was only a short line at security.  The woman who checked people’s identification cautioned everyone to take off our 

shoes and jackets and told us, “Don’t put any bags in the tubs; they’re just for clothing.”  I had my bookbag (somewhat less heavy than 
before, since I’d purposely overpacked the check bag) and a plastic grocery bag from Fred Meyer.  I removed my sneakers and my 
coat and carefully followed the woman’s warning and put the two bags directly on the conveyor.  When she saw that, the woman 
scolded me and told me to put the grocery bag in a tub, lest it should spill all over anywhere.  I politely reminded her of her earlier 
warning, and she gruffly said, “Oh, that just means carry-on bags.” 

 
They managed to X-ray everything fine, and I think they’d have done it equally well if I’d put the bookbag in a tub, too.  I’d done 

that in both Mason City and Minneapolis, and they had no problem with it.  At any rate, I made it through security quickly and had tons 
of time to kill on the “safe” side of the airport. 

 
Just beyond security was a place that sold various Alaska souvenirs.  I picked up some Alaska wild berry candy for myself and 

some of my relatives.  I’ve since eaten what I bought for myself.  The stuff was over-priced (what souvenirs aren’t?), but it was fairly 
tasty. 

 
Also near security was a Chili’s restaurant.  The only Chili’s I ever remember going to before was in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, 

back when I was in graduate school.  What I remember about the place was that it was basically a bar, and that’s how we treated it in 
grad school.  I don’t think I ordered any real food at Chili’s in Mississippi; I just had chips and drank a lot of beer. 
 

While they served drinks, this Chili’s was much more of a restaurant.  My only drink was the water that once again came 
without asking.  I had a what they called chicken enchilada soup, which was awesome.  I also had a quesadilla that was a bit too heavy 
on onions, but was also quite good.  With the certificate I’d gotten for trading seats on the other plane, the meal was essentially free. 
 

The one problem at dinner was communicating with the waitress.  Like the majority of service people in Alaska, she was an 
Alaska native, in this case a large, elderly native woman.  She apparently grew up speaking some native language, and she definitely 
did not speak English fluently.  I ended up mostly ordering by pointing. 
 

Seated at the next table were two men wearing T-shirts that said “Negative263.com”.  Each T-shirt also had a truly vulgar 
saying that I’ll leave out here because in my prudish opinion it shouldn’t have been displayed in public.  I visited the advertised website 
after I got home.  Negative 263 is apparently a band, and given their T-shirts I’m pretty sure it’s not a group I’d care to listen to. 

 
 After eating I walked down to the gate, the same one I’d arrived at on Thursday.  I graded some tests and started the other 
Alaska crime book as I watched the flight from Minneapolis land and unload (on time, but not ahead of schedule like we were).  I had 
noticed the Fred Meyer bag was about to break, so I headed back to the gift shop and picked up a “souvenir of Alaska” shopping bag 
($1.50) that had a lot more strength.  When I reorganized some stuff into the new bag, I remembered that I had put my passport where 
my passport was.  Thinking I might misplace it, before leaving this morning I had put it into a plastic folder that holds my scrip cards.  I 
had put it there for “safekeeping”, only to find it was the last place I’d look when I actually wanted it.  Oh, well, the crisis was averted, 
and I don’t need to worry about replacing the thing. 
 
 The one thing I did lose on this trip was a wristband.  Back on Ash Wednesday they’d passed out purple rubber wristbands to 
all the students and faculty at Garrigan, etched with “+ JOURNEY WITH CHRIST +”.  I’d managed to preserve mine through most of 
Lent (which was, of course, its purpose), though I took it off each night because it was annoying to wear.  (Why so many people do 
wear things like that, I’ll never know.)  Apparently I left it at the Comfort Inn the first night in Anchorage, because I never saw it after 
that.  Christ doesn’t seem to have abandoned me in my journey, though, since everything went pretty well on this trip. …And perhaps 
the maid or another traveler will find it inspirational or at least interesting. 
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This particular group appeared to have three chaperones, two native women and a white man.  The man happened to be 
sitting across the aisle from me in 32-D.  He explained that they were already on their third flight of the day.  From Nikolai they’d flown 
to Fairbanks, where they made a connection to Anchorage.  They were taking this red-eye flight to Minneapolis, and then they’d catch 
an early morning departure to Houston.  At the Houston airport they’d board a bus that would take them to Galveston, Texas.  Then, 
after twenty-four hours of traveling, they’d finally board a Carnival cruise ship for what he called a “field trip”. 
 
 The field trips I remember from school were going places like the fire station or a park.  Going on a cruise seems like 
something else entirely, but the teacher assured me this was an educational experience.  “We’re taking a cruise to see the Aztec ruins,” 
he said.  I didn’t bother to correct him with the fact that you won’t find any Aztec ruins anywhere near where you could cruise to in 
Mexico (it’s most likely Maya ruins they’ll see).  It was pretty clear that the real point of the trip—for both the kids and for him—was the 
cruise.  [Some of my trips to national quiz bowl have been more about vacation than competition, so I can hardly criticize this 
school’s choice of “field trip”.] 
 
 I wasn’t exactly looking forward to spending an overnight flight with a group of middle schoolers, but these kids were really 
quite well behaved.  They were understandably excited at the beginning, but they settled down pretty quickly.  I was intrigued that the 
girl in the center seat in front of me was reading Farmer Boy, Laura Ingalls Wilder’s story of her husband Almanzo’s boyhood in upstate 
New York.  I tried to imagine what the story of 19th Century farm life could possibly have to do with life in the Alaska bush. 
 
 This flight was much less crowded than the one I had flown out on.  In fact, I ended up having the entire left side of Row 32 to 
myself.  I switched to the window seat, mostly so I could rest my head on the body of the plane and try to catch a few winks.  The pilot 
made all his announcements before we taxied and told us he intended not to say anything until we prepared for landing.  I had pre-
ordered food on this flight (this direction it would have been a vegetarian version of a muffeletta, the New Orleans-style olive paste 
sandwich.  The quesadilla was perfectly filling, so I just hid my head and pretended not to notice when the stewardess brought the cart 
by.  She didn’t seem to care [I think “ordering” just sees to it that a quantity of the item is catered with the flight supplies; it’s 
not a contract for the passenger to buy anything], and before long I did manage to get a bit of sleep. 
 

Monday, April 17 - Minneapolis, Mason City, & Algona 
 

For no reason I can figure out, at some point during the night, a middle-aged man sat in the aisle seat in my row.  He left again 
by the time we were preparing to land. 

 
Throughout the night we hit occasional turbulence.  Each time we did the pilot would turn on the seat belt light and then make 

an announcement that we should fasten our belts.  That seemed to happen every time I was just about to drift off.  It was definitely not a 
refreshing night. 
 

It is strange to think that the flight from Anchorage to Minneapolis is roughly the same length as from New York to Ireland, the 
first lengthy flight I ever took.  Having flown through the night, we landed at MSP at 5:40am, fifteen minutes ahead of schedule.  We 
taxied completely around the entire airport and pulled up at Gate G-20, clear at the far end of that concourse. 
 

It took a while to empty the plane, and they were just making an announcement that it was 6:00 when I entered the terminal.  
[A recorded female voice at MSP announces the time every half hour.]  I wandered down to the F-concourse where I stopped at a 
McDonalds for breakfast.  The line there stretched well out the door, but it moved quickly.  I enjoyed an Egg McMuffin, a cinnamon roll, 
a fruit and yogurt parfait, and a large coffee for around $5—not a bad deal. 
 

I wandered down to Gate B-1, where the Mason City flight would depart.  I was still dead tired, but managed to keep myself 
awake enough to finish grading my tests.  I still had some time to kill, so I wandered back to the C-concourse where I found a Dunn 
Brothers coffee bar.  Coffee there cost more than half  as much as the entire breakfast at McDonalds, but at least it was a good cup of 
joe.  When I got back to B-1, I knew I was in the right place because a man was sitting there wearing a Decker’s Sporting Goods 
sweatshirt.  As far as I know the only places where Decker’s Sporting Goods exists are Mason City and Ft. Dodge, the two destinations 
of this flight.  [I just checked online, and indeed those are Decker’s only two locations.] 
 
 I watched people in SDSU apparel board a flight for Sioux Falls at the gate across from me.  Then around 8:40 they called my 
flight for boarding.  The gate attendant first announced “pre-boarding” (exit rows, handicapped, families, etc.), but absolutely no one 
came forward.  Her next announcement was “boarding all rows”.   
 

The flight was about two-thirds full, and we left right on time at 8:55.  Our flight attendant , a mousy middle-aged woman, 
offered us tiny glasses of bottled water.  I was still nursing the expensive coffee, so I passed.  The flight southward was uneventful, and 
we arrived just a little early.  My luggage came quickly [as it always does in Mason City], and I was out of the airport around 9:30. 
 

I managed to keep myself awake as I drove westward on Highway #18.  I followed the Area 2 handicapped bus all the way to 
Wesley, and then cruised at far above the speed limit the rest of the way to Algona.  My accumulated mail arrived shortly after I got 
home.  I sifted through that and then napped and just relaxed.  I’d have a busy week at school, but it was good to enjoy the rest of a 
wonderful long weekend. 
 



General Observations  
 
I’m not going to haul out all the questions I’ve used in some other travelogues, but some of them do seem to fit.  Here goes … 
 
Did you like Alaska?  

Absolutely.  I’d go back tomorrow, if I could afford it (which I couldn’t have this time without a free ticket).  With few exceptions 
it’s spectacularly beautiful, and it was fascinating to see how things had changed. 
 
What did you like the most?  
 There’s a reason the Seward Highway is called an “All-American Road”.  While I’ve driven many other gorgeous highways 
(Interstate 70 in Colorado, US 90 along the Gulf Coast, Highway 1 across the Iron Range in Minnesota, and the Great River Road here 
in Iowa all immediately come to mind), there’s no road I’ve taken that is as beautiful as the trip down the Kenai Peninsula in Alaska.  
Seward itself was a lovely little town, and the hotel I had there was spectacular.  That all combines to make Seward the place I liked 
most. 
 
What did you like the least?  

Wasilla—no question whatsoever there.  I’ll post this online and I’m sure someone from there will e-mail me telling me I’m all 
screwed up and theirs is a wonderful little town, but my perception of it was a nasty, hideous place filled with annoying rednecks.  I don’t 
like the sprawl of suburbia anywhere, and in a scenic place like Alaska it’s absolutely repulsive.  I have no desire whatsoever to go back 
there—ever.  [This certainly hasn’t changed, and if anything my opinion of the place went down as the town’s favorite 
daughter came to national prominence.] 
 
What the deal with Alaskan politics?  

This actually surprised me in several ways.  I’ve grown up thinking of Alaska as an arch-conservative state, but I quickly found 
and often confirmed that wasn’t true at all.  I think I saw maybe half a dozen of those pro-war yellow ribbon magnets on cars in Alaska, 
whereas I can’t drive two blocks at home without seeing one.  In almost every other conceivable way, too, the state came across as 
liberal rather than conservative.  It votes Republican (when it votes at all; actually the state has one of the lowest voter turnouts in the 
country), but what its real politics is libertarian—basically live and let live.  The Republicans just happen to be slightly closer to the no 
government ideal that most Alaskans would really like to see. 
 

Alaska is also extremely isolated from the rest of the country (and the world), and the issues that are important here are 
different than those that affect other people.  For instance, global warming is a very immediate issue up north, while immigration is more 
or less irrelevant. 

 
[Sarah Palin has come to define Alaska politics nationwide.  That’s unfortunate, because she’s really a very small part 

of the state.  She wasn’t even governor for one full term.  I personally see Palin as the queen of suburban white trash.  Having 
seen Wasilla, it was no surprise that she’d be elected mayor there, and when you look at who’s the core of the “tea party” (a 
group that seems to have more in common with little girls having tea with Barbie than with the patriots protesting in Boston 
harbor), it’s easy to see why those people like her.  That’s not really who the bulk of Alaskans are, though.  On the whole the 
state’s politics are a lot more complicated than Palin and her quick “you betcha” answers.]  
 
What are Alaskan people like?  

That’s harder to say than on some trips, because I didn’t get to see all that many people up close.  Those trips where I use 
public transportation allow me to spend more time with “real” people going about their business, which being in a car doesn’t. 

 
That said, my impression was that Alaskans (at least those that are “inside the belt” in south central Alaska) are pretty straight 

forward, middle-class people.  Almost everyone I dealt with was pleasant, but not overly friendly—which is pretty much the way I hope 
people will be.  One other interesting thing I couldn’t help but notice was that there were unquestionably more men than women in 
Alaska, a difference that has been true since frontier days.  It’s also different that there are so few elderly people.  While I saw an “old 
pioneer’s home” in every town of any size, I saw practically no one with grey hair on the whole trip.  [That was probably the single 
most striking thing.  Alaska is a VERY young state.  I think many of those who have lived a lifetime there go on to retire 
elsewhere.] 
 
Are Alaskans rich or poor? 
 This also surprised me a bit, because my perception has always been that Alaska was a very wealthy place.  Had I checked, 
I’d have noticed that the state that used to be #1 in per capita income has been steadily going down the list for three decades.  While 
it’s still in the top ten, my sense was that it’s not a place dripping with money.  That may be true, or it may be that the people just aren’t 
ostentatious.  I was impressed with how unpretentious the houses were, compared with what people are building back home these 
days.  Also, people don’t seem to feel compelled to wear the latest and most expensive clothes.  It’s definitely not “anything goes”, but it 
doesn’t have to be all designer goods.  By the way prices, as I noted earlier, are still higher than down south—but a lot lower than they 
used to be. 
 



 Going along with the wealth of Alaskans is the wealth of the state itself.  Oil money made the State of Alaska very, very rich, 
but also very, very dependent.  The politicians are obviously just starting to realize that the oil money won’t be there forever, and many 
of them are panic-stricken.  While Alaska has many other resources, without oil money the place would be a lot more like West Virginia 
than Saudi Arabia. 
 
What will you remember most from the trip?  
 That’s a tough question to answer, but I think I’m going to say looking out at the Portage Glacier south of Anchorage.  With no 
one else there, I could state out at the icy landscape in utter isolation.  Few things say “this is Alaska” more than that.  [The Seward 
Highway as a whole stands out as I look back on this trip. I’m also tempted to mention how surreal it was to be have winter in 
mid-April. … And I could have picked almost anything from this trip as “most memorable.”  I’ve added enough pictures to this 
travelogue to nearly double its size.  That’s because when I went through my photo album in preparing this revision almost 
everything seemed to stand out.  The whole trip was truly outstanding, one of the best I’ve ever done.] 


